Installation Instructions

Caution: Power off before your Starting

SITUATION A
If previous fluorescent connection fixtures is inductor ballest, take follow steps:
1. Remove the traditional fluorescent tube from the lighting fixture.
2. Take out the inductor ballest, leaving previous 2 couple of cables.
3. Connect each couple of cable, positive to positive, negative to negative.
4. Install our LED fluorescent tube light in to the lighting fixture.
5. Check if everything is OK.
6. All done, switch on and enjoy it.

SITUATION B
If previous fluorescent connection fixtures is Electronic ballest, take follow steps:
1. Remove the traditional fluorescent tube from the lighting fixture.
2. Take out the starter and electronic ballest, cut down the starter cable or leave it alone.
3. Connect each couple of the ballest cable, positive to positive, negative to negative.
4. Install our LED fluorescent tube light in to the lighting fixture.
5. Check if everything is OK.
6. All done, switch on and enjoy it.